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Abstract—It is undeniable that marine vessel systems play an6
important role to transfer huge loads and weapons with low cost.7
However, ship power systems produce a lot of greenhouse gases,8
which in turn lead to serious environmental pollution. Hence, the9
utilizing of wind turbines (WTs), solar generation, sea wave en-10
ergy (SWE), and energy storage systems (ESSs) in marine vessel11
power systems have been attracting a lot of attention in recent12
years. In this paper, it is assumed that a marine vessel power system13
with photovoltaic (PV), WT, SWE, and ESS can be regarded as a14
mobile-islanded MG. Then, a novel topology for hybrid shipboard15
microgrids (MGs) is presented. Next, in order to make a balance16
between consumption and power generation in shipboard MGs,17
an optimal modified model-free nonlinear sliding mode controller18
is introduced for the secondary load frequency control. Since the19
quality of the control actions of the proposed model-free approach20
depends on its parameters, a hybrid version of the sine-cosine al-21
gorithm (SCA) and wavelet-mutation (WM), called SCAWM, is22
employed to find the best value of these coefficients. Comparisons23
are conducted with other existing methodologies, such as model24
predictive control, interval type-2 fuzzy logic controller, and con-25
ventional PI (PI) to establish the supremacy of the newly suggested26
control strategy. Finally, a real-time hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)27
simulation based on OPAL-RT is accomplished to affirm the ap-28
plicability of the suggested controller, from a systemic perspective,29
for the load frequency control problem in the shipboard MG.30

Index Terms—Frequency regulation, model-free nonlinear slid-31
ing mode controller (MFNSMC), on-board power grid, sine-cosine32
algorithm (SCA), wavelet mutation (WM).33
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I. INTRODUCTION 34

OVER the last decades, the management and control of the 35

ship power systems have been a topic of intense research, 36

mainly due to the development in the electrification technology 37

[1]–[4]. Due to the rapid exhaustion of fossil fuels along with 38

their environmental concerns, the potentials of renewable energy 39

resources (RESs) such as wind turbine (WT), solar generation 40

(SG), and sea wave energy (SWE) have been taken into account 41

into ship power systems. 42

The penetration and integration of the RESs with the con- 43

ventional main grid bring the frequency distraction issues that 44

are caused by the intermittent feature of such energy resources. 45

Technically, energy storage systems (ESSs) such as flywheels, 46

storage batteries, and ultra-capacitors, with appropriate control, 47

are often used in the modern grids as a good solution to offer 48

reliable and high-quality power supply to the loads. However, 49

the high cost of utilizing such storage elements is deterrent in 50

establishing this scheme [5], [6]. 51

A shipboard MG is constructed from some distributed en- 52

ergy resources (DERs) (or micro-sources) and local loads that 53

are optimally planned. Up to now, the voltage and current con- 54

trol of the shipboard MGs are studied, whereas a few research 55

works have been addressed in the context of the secondary fre- 56

quency regulation of the shipboard MGs. For instance, a new 57

hybrid meta-heuristic technique has been applied in [7] for the 58

reconfiguration problem of a shipboard MG. However, the con- 59

trol strategy presented in [7] is not robust enough to handle the 60

power fluctuations of the RESs. In [8], the operation of a hybrid 61

ship power system is investigated from the economical point of 62

view. Due to the reduction of fossil fuel consumption as well as 63

decreasing environmental pollution, a solar generation system is 64

applied in merchant ships in [9]. However, the proposed model in 65

this paper is very primary and does not investigate nonlinear load 66

models. In [10], several prevalent control methodologies have 67

been applied to a ship power system so that a typical kind of ESSs 68

is coordinated to smooth the PV production variations and to reg- 69

ulate the frequency and voltage fluctuations. The main weak part 70

of the study in [10] is the controller where it is unable to meet 71

all the intended control objectives efficiently. The power man- 72

agement of a shipboard power plant is addressed in [11], which 73

uses an integrated perturbation analysis and sequential quadratic 74

programming (IPA-SQP) algorithm. The results presented in 75

[11] confirm the flexibility of using the suggested algorithm 76
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to manage the power of the considered system in various op-77

erational scenarios. In order to assess an approximation of the78

dynamic secure region (DSR) in shipboard MGs, a systematic79

technique has been proposed in [12]. Moreover, Mashayekh and80

Butler-Purry [12] claimed that the application of the suggested81

DSR evaluation technique is not only limited to all-electric ships,82

and further investigations can focus on implementing the tech-83

nique to other forms of isolated MGs and addressing the new84

challenges. Besides, in [13], the load frequency control is in-85

vestigated for shipboard MGs. However, the controller, which86

has been applied in this paper, is very fragile over uncertain-87

ties and disturbances. Hence, according to the importance of the88

secondary LFC to maintain the frequency of the shipboard MG89

system as close as possible to the nominal value, the main aim90

of this paper is to propose a robust and model-free controller.91

Balancing of generation and load consumption, referred to92

as load frequency control (LFC), is one of the most prominent93

issues in the islanded MGs design/operation and is becoming94

more critical today in accordance with the increasing size, vary-95

ing configuration, changing dynamics, and raising the penetra-96

tion of the intermittent renewable resources. Researchers in the97

world have proposed a large number of LFC approaches, such as98

conventional PI/PID control [14], H� control theory [15], non-99

integer control [16], [17], model predictive control (MPC) con-100

trol [18], and multiagent system [19], to maintain the frequency101

oscillations of the MGs within an allowable range. In [20], an102

intelligent PI controller employing the integral square error is103

designed to obtain the satisfactory LFC performance of the iso-104

lated hybrid power systems. The conventional PI controllers,105

however, are only capable of mitigating frequency distraction106

in operating conditions of MGs; they cannot provide optimal107

control performance against the occurrence of the usual uncer-108

tainties and changes in the MG configurations. Consequently,109

Bevrani et al. [21] proposed an adaptive control method based110

on a classic PI controller for the MG frequency control in which111

the fuzzy logic (FL) is used to adjust the setting of the PI con-112

troller. To achieve a more robust LFC performance, the mem-113

bership functions of the FL are optimally adjusted in a heuristic114

manner. An MPC-based plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV)115

is proposed in [22] to restore the frequency fluctuation of an MG116

effectively. The contributions of the proposed approach are as117

follows: first, to smooth the wind power production, and second,118

to decrease the number of the required PHEVs. As a new con-119

tribution to earlier research works, Pandey et al. [23] adopted120

the linear matrix inequalities (LMI) oriented by PSO algorithm121

to minimize the frequency oscillation for an integrated RESs in122

the forms of MG and multi-MG. The results of Pandey et al.123

[23] revealed that the less control effort and guaranteed ro-124

bust operation is offered by the proposed LMI scheme to tackle125

with the various uncertainties such as wind fluctuations and load126

changes. In [24], a far less common method based on an infinity127

control is implemented for frequency oscillation damping in an128

autonomous MG and the approach is designed in a way that sup-129

presses the fluctuation effects of the load, renewable resources,130

and dynamic perturbations. But, the sophisticated approach in-131

troduced in [24] is not feasible in many practical applications.132

The reason is that most of the industrial processes have complex133

dynamic nature and obtaining an accurate mathematical model 134

of these systems is highly costly and in many cases impossible. 135

Besides, small signal of a simplified hybrid energy system, in- 136

cluding a different combination of RESs and ESSs, is presented 137

in [25]. Lee and Wang [25] have tried to present a very simple 138

and accurate model for the secondary LFC in MGs. Q3139

Based on what was mentioned earlier, frequency regulation 140

in hybrid energy systems is arduous for the sake of intermittent 141

nature of the RESs; consequently applying an appropriate con- 142

trol approach, to deal with these challenges, is recommended. 143

In this regard, a new model-free adaptive controller, which uses 144

a hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm for the optimal tuning of a 145

sliding mode control, is designed and then devoted to the LFC 146

of a shipboard MG. The coefficients of the sliding mode control 147

are automatically updated based on the online measurements, 148

by employing a hybrid SCAWA algorithm. In addition, the pro- 149

posed controller covers a wide range of operating conditions 150

without significant reduction in the system performance, which 151

makes it a more desirable control strategy than the classic meth- 152

ods. The proposed method is computationally simple as opposed 153

to the model-based schemes [22], [26] and it is a valuable feature 154

in the practical applications. The simulation study is conducted 155

on a shipboard MG which is configured with different renewable 156

resources and storage devices and, subsequently, the effective- 157

ness of the proposed controller in regulating frequency deviation 158

is compared with MPC [22], interval type-2 fuzzy logic con- 159

troller (IT2FLC) [27], and conventional PI [21]. So in brief, the 160

contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows. 161

1) A novel hybrid shipboard MG topology is introduced. 162

2) A new load frequency controller based on adaptive tuning 163

of the parameters of MFNSMC is presented. 164

3) Real data from an offshore wind farm in Sweden, solar 165

radiation data in Aberdeen (U.K.), and SWE from the Na- 166

tional Oceanographic Data Center are used in order to ex- 167

amine the performance of the proposed novel approach. 168

4) A multiobjective optimization based on the hybrid 169

SCAWA algorithm is adapted to tune the parameters of 170

the proposed model-free nonlinear controller. 171

5) The proposed method is validated and implemented in 172

hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) based OPAL-RT to integrate 173

the fidelity of the physical simulation and the flexibility of 174

numerical simulations. 175

6) The novel suggested method is computationally simple 176

and has not any complexity like the previous approaches. 177

The rest of this paper is arranged in the following sequence. 178

The simplified LFC model of a complex shipboard MG is 179

presented in Section II. Then, the proposed model-free con- 180

troller based on sliding mode control is completely elaborated in 181

Section III. A brief outline of the hybrid SCAWA algorithm 182

is rendered in Section IV, and the multiobjective optimization 183

problem is illustrated in Section V. The main contribution of 184

the approach discussed in this paper is presented in Section VI. 185

Section VII summarizes the experimental results based on 186

OPAL-RT under various scenarios to support the functionality 187

of the suggested control approach. Discussions and summary of 188

results are provided in Section VIII, and finally, this paper ends 189

with the conclusion in Section IX. 190
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Fig. 1. Overall structure of a maritime grid.

II. MODELING OF A MARITIME GRID191

A. Shipboard Grid Model192

Fig. 1 shows the general scheme of the shipboard MG [28]193

used in this paper with various distributed generation units (DGs)194

such as the micro-turbine, photovoltaic cell (PV), SWE and wind195

turbine (WT), and energy storage elements [e.g., battery en-196

ergy storage system (BESS), flywheel energy storage system197

(FESS)]. These components can be particularly planned on-198

board a marine power vessel to supply its local loads connected199

to the shipboard MG power bus. In the hybrid power plant, the200

shipboard power management system (SPMS) is responsible for201

regulating the ship power grid and the operation of MG is con-202

trolled by the ship dispatch system (SDS). Also, the bidirectional203

information can be transmitted via the communication links used204

in the shipboard MG.205

B. Modeling of a Small Wind Turbine206

Wind energy is naturally intermittent; the output power of WT207

depends upon the wind velocity and the inherent specifications208

of the turbine. Based on [29], the wind velocity can be elaborated209

as the sum of four terms: the base wind velocity (VWB), gust210

wind velocity (VWG), ramp wind velocity (VWR), and noise211

wind velocity (VWN)212

VW = VWB + VWG + VWR + VWN. (1)

The power taken away from WT is described using the ex-213

pression shown as214

P =
1

2
ρAACPVw

3 (2)

where A represents the turbine blade area, ρA is the air density,215

CP is the power coefficient, and Vw is the wind velocity. Fig. 2216

shows the block diagram representation of the wind turbine that217

is applied as a power fluctuation source of the shipboard MG.218

C. Model of Ship Power Systems219

The diesel ship power system (DSPS) is a small-scale gener-220

ating unit with some favorable properties such as quick starting221

Fig. 2. Small-signal model of the wind turbine in a maritime grid.

Fig. 3. Model of ship diesel power.

speed, low maintenance, and high energy efficiency. The out- 222

put power of the controllable DG can be regulated to meet the 223

load demands in a short interval. The DSPS is also able to com- 224

pensate the fluctuation of the uncountable DGs embedded in 225

the system (i.e., PV, SWE, and WT) [28]. The block diagram 226

schematic of the DG model is displayed in Fig. 3. The model of 227

Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship between the control signal of 228

LFC and the DG output. As shown in Fig. 3, the components of 229

the model including governor and generator are represented by 230

the first-order inertia plants. 231

In the figure, Δf and ΔuDG represent the frequency devia- 232

tion and the LFC command signal from the LFC, respectively. 233

Tg and Td denote the time constant of governor and diesel gen- 234

erator, respectively. ΔXG shows the condition of the governor’s 235

valve. The speed regulation coefficient of the DG is shown by 236

R in this figure. The ±μdg and ±δdg represent the power in- 237

crement and ramp rate limits, respectively. The output power 238

increment of the diesel power system is represented by ΔPDG. 239

The ΔPDG = 0 means that the demand and generation is in bal- 240

ance condition and there is not any need for changing the power. 241

The ΔPDG > 0 means that the required power is higher than 242

the actual power, whereas ΔPDG < 0 represents the condition 243

that the actual power is less that the demand [28]. 244

D. Ocean Wave Energy Model 245

The wave energy in oceans can be considered as a renewable 246

energy source (RES), which is not yet fully exploited. The ma- 247

chine/system that turns ocean wave energy to electricity is called 248

a wave energy converter (WEC). In this paper, a WEC is con- 249

sidered as an RES for shipboard MGs. The transfer function of 250

WECs is assumed by a simple linear first-order lag by neglecting 251
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the marine vessel grid used in this paper.

Fig. 5. General scheme for the shipboard MG with different energy
sources/storage elements.

all the nonlinearities [30], [31]. The SWE governed by a WEC,252

which has been considered in this paper, is presented in Fig. 4.253

E. Solar Panels Model in a Maritime Grid254

PV cells, which are made from semiconductor materials, are255

able to directly convert the energy of photons to electrical energy.256

Due to the boundary and external contact, which are represented257

by a series resistor and also the small leakage current (which258

is represented by parallel resistance), power losses occurr. The259

generated power of the PV is intermittent and depends on the260

solar irradiance and temperature. Thus, a random power source261

can be used as the behavior model of PVs in simulations [21],262

[25]. The PV model, which is considered as a disturbance for the263

LFC in shipboard MG, is depicted in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, TIN and264

TC represent the time constant of inverter and PV, respectively.265

F. Common Control Approach of the LFC in a Maritime Grid266

This paper studies the LFC problem of an isolated shipboard267

MG that is made up of different DG components, namely DSPS,268

PV, WEC, and WT and storage energy devices, such as BESS269

and FESS. The schematic representation of the concerned ship-270

board MG system is sketched in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5,271

dc/ac inverters are also installed for connecting the PV, fuel cell,272

BESS, and FESS to the ac bus since these components produce273

TABLE I
SHIPBOARD MG PARAMETERS NOMINAL VALUES

dc voltage. For protection issues, a circuit breaker is employed 274

for the entire micro-sources and storage elements to disconnect 275

them from the network. The spinning reserve for the LFC is 276

produced by the diesel ship generator. The parameters of the 277

concerned marine vessel system (see Fig. 5) are taken from [28] 278

and tabulated in Table I. 279

The goal is to regulate the frequency of the shipboard MG 280

such that its deviation from the desired value will be as small as 281

possible. 282

III. MODEL-FREE SMC 283

A. Conventional SMC 284

Because of the time-variability nature of the RESs and in- 285

herent characteristic of the load, the actual model of the hybrid 286

energy systems cannot be generated. To avoid the complexity 287

of the mathematical modeling, the model-free techniques (e.g., 288

fuzzy logic, neural network, etc. [21], [32]) are almost adopted 289

for such systems. Among all the control strategies, sliding mode 290

control is a straightforward nonlinear control method that is 291

not sensitive to the variations in plant parameters and to non- 292

modeled dynamics [33]. In the following, the main concepts of 293

SMC scheme will be introduced. 294

Based on [34], a SISO nonlinear system can be expressed as 295

x(n) = f (x) + g (x)u (3)

where x ∈ R is the output of the system and u ∈ R is the con- 296

trol input. Likewise, f(x) and g(x) are the nonlinear functions. 297

Rewriting (3), one can obtain 298

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

ẋ1
...

ẋn−1

ẋn

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

x2
...
xn

f (x) + g (x)u

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ and x =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

ẋ1
...

ẋn−1

ẋn

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (4)

Let e is the error signal and xd is the desired signal, the fol- 299

lowing equations are considered: 300

xd = (xd, ẋd, ẍd, . . .) (5)

e = x− xd. (6)
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Generally, the SMC design of the nonlinear system can be301

split into two steps: first, define a proper sliding surface that302

enables the system to track the desired set point and, second,303

design the control so that force the state of the nonlinear system304

to the sliding surface. In this control scheme, the sliding surface305

is introduced as306

S (t) = {x|s (x, t) = 0} (7)

where s(x, t) is defined by307

s (x, t) =

(
d

dt
+ λ

)n−1

e (t) = 0, λ > 0 . (8)

So, the error will be converged to zero exponentially on the308

surface. It is noted that selecting the sliding surface is somewhat309

arbitrary. In this step, the scheme to drive to the sliding surface310

is that by adding something to the u(t), the states will move311

toward the sliding mode in finite time. Now, it is assumed that312

for all x, g(x) �= 0. With the following condition, the control313

signal will be reached so that ṡ = 0314

s = e(n−1) + · · ·+ λn−1ė . (9)

Now, by differentiating the above-stated equation315

ṡ = e(n) + · · ·+ λn−1ė

= x(n) − xd
(n) + · · ·+ λn−1ė

= f (x) + g (x)u− xd
(n) + · · ·+ λn−1ės

= e(n−1) + · · ·+ λn−1ė. (10)

The u(t) can be rewritten as316

u∗ =
1

g (x)

(
−f (x) + xd

(n) − · · · − λn−1ė
)
. (11)

From (11), it is clear that if u = u∗, then all time ṡ = 0. Now,317

in order to provide a robust SMC performance against the un-318

certainties, a modification is applied as319

u = u∗ − k

g (x)
sign (x) . (12)

Readers are referred to [26] and [33] to learn more details320

about the design of the SMC scheme.321

B. Proposed Model-Free SMC [33]322

In this section, the initial structure of the nonlinear sliding323

model controller and its design scheme is presented. The per-324

formance of the MFNSMC against both uncertainties and dis-325

turbances is much better than the conventional controllers such326

as PID, LMI, and Lead and Lag. The outstanding feature of this327

scheme is that it offers a model-free specification to control the328

various plants and its design does not need to the model iden-329

tification. The general scheme of the MFNSMC for the LFC330

problem of the shipboard MG is sketched in Fig. 6.331

The procedure for designing the suggested model-free scheme332

can be summarized as follows [33].333

Step 1: β > 0 is a design parameter, which is selected using334

the experience of the controller designer. Moreover, it335

Fig. 6. Structure of the MFNSMC controller.

should be selected such that ŷ and βu have an equal 336

amount. 337

Step 2: To implement practical derivatives of the controlled 338

output, a first-order low-pass filter is employed with 339

the following transfer function: 340

WLPF (s) =
KLPF

TLPFS + 1
(13)

where TLPF and KLPF are the time constant and gain of the 341

filter, respectively. The coefficients, associated to the low-pass 342

filter, should be chosen such that the impacts of noise and delay 343

induced are canceled by the filter. 344

Step 3: Approximate a little value for emax. 345

Step 4: Adjust the coefficient z > 0 to reach the satisfactory 346

performance of the control technique. 347

Step 5: The parameter ψ should be adjusted as follows: 348

|s (t)|ψ > 2Zemax (14)

where s(t) is a sliding surface. Z > 0 determines the desired 349

performance of the model-free controller. Moreover, η > 0 is 350

the convergence factor of the proposed controller. For sake of the 351

stability analysis of the considered control strategy, interested 352

readers are directed to [33]. 353

In order to design the above-mentioned specific controller 354

with a desirable performance, unknown control parameters must 355

be adjusted. Tuning of these parameters is a difficult task, which 356

is an obstacle to design the MFNSMC controller. To avoid the 357

complexity of adjusting the parameters, a new hybrid SCAW 358

algorithm is established. 359

IV. SUMMARY OF THE ORIGINAL SINE-COSINE ALGORITHM 360

The SCA is a new meta-heuristic technique that is developed 361

based on the mathematical sine and cosine functions [35]. The 362

algorithm employs various candidate search agents (solutions) 363

and enables them to move toward or outward the best agent by 364

a mathematical model of the aforesaid functions. The updating 365

mechanism of SCA is described by the following equations: 366

Xj, t+1 =
{
Xj, t + ω × sin (rand)× |rand Pj, t −Xj, t| ; rand < 0.5
Xj, t + ω × cos (rand)× |rand Pj, t −Xj, t| ; rand ≥ 0.5

(15)
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ω = a− t
a

T
(16)

where Xj, t is the current search agent at iteration count tth367

in the jth dimension, Pj, t is the best solution. Likewise, the368

control parameter of ω decreases linearly from a constant value369

a to 0 over each course of the evolving process, where T is the370

number of iterations.371

A. SCA Algorithm Based on Wavelet Mutation372

In SCA, a search agent is evolved based on the random and373

adaptive variables; thus, a desirable search agent cannot be found374

every time. Therefore, it may result in a poor optimization for375

some complex problems, which causes the native algorithm suf-376

fer from premature convergence, i.e., being trapped in local377

optima. To overcome this weakness, a hybrid variant of SCA378

that incorporates a wavelet-theory-based mutation mechanism379

named SCAWM is presented. In this way, every component of a380

search agent will have a chance to mutate, governed by a speci-381

fied probability ofpwm ∈ [0 1]. The jth element of the ith search382

agent, within the boundary [Lj , Uj ], will undergo mutation by383

a new WM operation enhanced by the sine and cos functions as384

proposed in the following equation:385

Xj, t+1 =
{
Xj, t + σ × sin (rand)× |rand Uj,t −Xj,t| σ > 0
Xj, t + σ × cos (rand)× |rand Lj, t −Xj,t| σ ≤ 0

(17)

σ =
1√
δ
e

−(ϕ
δ )

2

2 cos
(
5
(ϕ
δ

))
(18)

where δ is the dilation variable and ϕ is randomly chosen from386

[−2.5× a, 2.5× a].387

In order to obtain a flexible mutation operator to enhance the388

exploration, the value of δ can be adjusted with respect to t/T389

written as390

δ = e−ln(g)×(1− t
T )

ξwm

+ ln (g) (19)

where ξwm denotes the shape variable of the monotonic in-391

creasing function, and g represents the upper bound of the392

parameter δ.393

The pseudocode, as employed in the hybrid SCAWM algo-394

rithm, is illustrated in Fig. 7.395

V. MULTIOBJECTIVE SCAWM396

Generally, the aim of designing a control problem with the397

multiobjective approach is to optimize multiple conflicting ob-398

jective functions simultaneously in such a way that specific399

equality and inequalities constraints are fulfilled [16], [28].400

Definition 1: A generalized multiobjective problem frame-401

work can be written as402

Min : F (x) = {f1 (x) , f2 (x) , . . . , fo (x)} .

Subject to :

{
gi (x) ≥ 0 i = 1, 2, . . . ,Kueq

hi (x) = 0 i = 1, 2, . . . ,Keq
(20)

Fig. 7. Pseudocode for the suggested SCAWM algorithm.

Fig. 8. Fuzzy set mechanism used for the selected Pareto set.

where o, Kueq, and Keq are the number of objective functions, 403

inequality constraints, and equality constraints, respectively. gi 404

and hi represent the ith inequality and equality constraints.

Q4

405

Definition 2: In an unconstrained optimization problem, an 406

objective vector X = (X1, X2, . . . , XD)εRD dominates an- 407

other objective vector Y = (Y1, Y2, . . . , YD) εRD if the two 408

following conditions are satisfied: 409

∀ j ε {1, 2, . . . , o} , fj (X) ≤ fj (Y ) (21)

∃ h ε {1, 2, . . . , o} , fh (X) < fh (Y ) . (22)

According to the above-mentioned definition, the Pareto so- 410

lutions can be attained by nondominated search agents on the 411

decisive space. Using the concept of Pareto optimization, a mul- 412

tiobjective version of the proposed SCAWM is applied in this 413

study for the controller online design, i.e., tuning the coeffi- 414

cients embedded in the specific controller structure. For this pur- 415

pose, the objective function (24) is chosen for the controller de- 416

sign, which comprises two contradictory objective functions f1 417

and f2 418

Min : F (x) = [f1 (x)) , f2 (x))]
T
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where419

f1 = ITSEset−point =

∫ ∞

0

t. e2set−point (t) .dt (23)

f2 = ISDCO =

∫ ∞

0

Δu2 (t) .dt (24)

where eset−point and u represent, respectively, the error sig-420

nal and the control signal produced. In the above-stated equa-421

tions, f1 is used for ensuring the good tracking of the reference422

set-point, whereas the f2 tries to enhance the precision of the423

set-point tracking.424

In order to find a better search agent among the achieved425

optimal solutions, the fuzzy decision-making function with a426

membership function (MF) is employed. In this scheme, the427

corresponding MF value to each objective function is determined428

by429

μk
w (X) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1 fi (X) ≤ fmin
i (X)

0 fi (X) ≤ fmax
i (X)

fmax
i (X)− fi(X)

fmax
i (X)− fmin

i (X)
fmin
i (X) ≤ fi (X) ≤ fmax

i (X).

(25)

where fmin
i (X) and fmax

i (X) are the minimum and maximum430

values of the objective function i, respectively.431

VI. CONTRIBUTION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH432

This paper proposes an optimal multiobjective MFNSMC433

scheme for the LFC problem of the shipboard MG system. The434

design of the suggested controller can be done by the following435

considerations, which have an outstanding role in its practical436

application.437

1) The suggested hybrid nonlinear control method is straight-438

forward and can be implemented for a reasonably different439

class of shipboard MGs.440

2) The suggested approach can be utilized for various con-441

figurations of shipboard MGs with different components442

including renewable sources, storage elements, and loads.443

3) The proposed controller actions are based on the avail-444

able plant input/output information and can be calculated445

online.446

4) Another benefit of the suggested control scheme is its com-447

putational efficiency, which is a valuable feature in the448

practical application and online control cases.449

5) By using the real data, a real-time shipboard MG testbed450

is developed based on OPAL-RT and the performance of451

the MFNSMC controller is studied from a systemic per-452

spective.453

VII. HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP REAL-TIME454

SIMULATION RESULTS455

In order to verify the preeminence of the proposed model-456

free technique, we develop a shipboard MG, which is depicted457

in Fig. 4, in MATLAB/Simulink software. The relevant param-458

eters of the concerned system are given in Table I. The case459

Fig. 9. OPAL RT-Lab for the validation of HIL.

study is also examined with the MPC, IT2FLC, and PI con- 460

trollers to verify the supremacy of the proposed controller. In 461

order to make a fair comparison and improve the dynamic sta- 462

bility, the coefficients embedded in each controller structure are 463

adjusted using the multiobjective SCAWM algorithm. In addi- 464

tion, the HIL simulator is established to study the applicability 465

of the proposed scheme in the context of the shipboard MG. 466

The HIL method provides a real-time analysis to consider errors 467

and delays that do not exist in the offline MATLAB simulations 468

[11], [36]. The HIL application of the proposed method was 469

performed on a real-time simulator (RTS) wherein both the con- 470

troller and plant are embedded in a single RTS [37]–[41]. The 471

complete power system including the proposed controller was 472

performed using the OPAL RT-Lab for the validation of HIL, 473

as shown in Fig. 9(a). The modeling platform for the OPAL- 474

RT is MATLAB/Simulink. The model-to-data workflow of the 475

power system model under test is shown in Fig. 9(b). To make 476

the Simulink model of the complete system including the pro- 477

posed method compatible with the OPAL-RT, the model was 478

further edited and compiled with the help of MATLAB and the 479

OPAL RT-Lab library. After editing, the complete system model 480

was split into three subsystems as master, slave, and console for 481

RT-Lab simulation. 482

In the master subsystem, the power system model excluding 483

the controllers and the scope was kept. The controllers were 484

kept in the slave subsystem and the visual output devices such 485

as scopes were kept in the console subsystem. After compilation, 486

the complete model including all three subsystems was loaded 487

to the OPAL-RT server for converting to the equivalent “C” code 488

of the model under test. Before simulation, the solver time step 489

was kept in a fixed step mode, i.e., the time step in a real-time 490

system was prespecified. 491

Scenario I: The shipboard MG system analysis 492

In the first scenario, a constant load demand, i.e.,ΔPL = 0, is 493

considered in the isolated shipboard MG. On the other hand, the 494

power fluctuation of WTG (ΔPw), PVG ((ΔPpv)), and SWE 495

(ΔPSWE) are used in the case study. The profile of ΔPw is 496

presented in Fig. 10(a), which is borrowed from the data of an 497

offshore wind farm in Sweden [42], whereas Fig. 10(b) depicts 498

the profile of ΔPpv, which is generated from the solar radiaion 499

data of Aberdeen (U.K.) [43]. Moreover, the curve of ΔPSWE 500

is shown in Fig. 10(c) and its data have been extracted from the 501

National Oceanographic Data Center [44]. Fig. 11 shows the 502
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Fig. 10. Power variation. (a) WTG. (b) PV. (c) SWE.

Fig. 11. Frequency deviation of the shipboard MG with WTG, PV, and SWE.

frequency deviation in the grid while using MFNSMC, MPC,503

MOIT2FLC, and MOPI controllers.504

As shown in Fig. 11, compared with other methods, the sug-505

gested MFNSMC controller provides a considerable improve-506

ment in the transient overshoot and also with a quicker damping507

speed of the frequency deviation. It is also noted from Fig. 11508

that using MFNSMC will yield a stable output power for ship-509

board MG, with less adjustment frequency and faster response,510

and consequently enhance the equipment life of both the stor-511

age devices and DGs. Hence, it can be inferred that by using512

MFNSMC controller, a more desirable qualification of the tran-513

sient performance is achieved in the terms of the settling time514

and overshoot than the other controllers.515

Scenario II: Load disturbance analysis516

To ascertain the capability of the proposed technique, for an517

efficient LFC mechanism, against load disturbances, the case518

study is investigated under a multistep load variation. The profile519

of the load changes is demonstrated in Fig. 12, whereas the520

Fig. 12. Load disturbance in the maritime grid.

Fig. 13. Frequency deviation of the shipboard MG with WTG, PV, SWE, and
load disturbances.

TABLE II
UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS OF THE SHIPBOARD MG

frequency oscillation curves of MFNSMC, MPC, MOIT2FLC, 521

and MOPI controllers are painted in Fig. 13. 522

The comparative outcomes of Fig. 13 show that the MFNSMC 523

controller, which is called for LFC mechanism, has smaller over- 524

shoot and handles the effect of the aforesaid load disturbance 525

more effectively compared with the others. It can be seen that 526

the frequency deviation curves have relatively larger overshoots 527

than Scenario I. In order to assess the performance of the de- 528

signed controllers in a severe condition, a large load step is ap- 529

plied at t = 60 s in the simulation. Fig. 13 confirms that in this 530

scenario also, the suggested controller ameliorates the dynamic 531

behavior of the frequency response having appropriate damped 532

fluctuations and enhanced stability. 533

Scenario III: Robust performance analysis 534

For the robustness testing, the performance of the proposed 535

controller designed in the operating condition is examined by 536

altering some critical parameters of the shipboard MG. The per- 537

centage of the changes in the concerned system parameters is 538

listed in Table II. According to Table II, the robustness of the 539
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Fig. 14. Frequency response of the shipboard MG under Scenario III.

Fig. 15. Bar plot performance analysis of controllers.

proposed control scheme against the system uncertainties is eval-540

uated by applying a severe variation of the parameters. The fre-541

quency responses under the specific scenario by adopting the542

different controllers are depicted in Fig. 14.543

As revealed in Fig. 14, the proposed optimal model-free con-544

troller enhances the performance of the LFC in comparison to the545

other three control methods, especially overshoots point of view.546

In simpler terms, the results show that the proposed MFNSMC547

controller has less sensitivity to the changes of parameters in548

comparison to the others controllers. It is also revealed that the549

performance of the MPC, MOPI, and MOIT2FLC controllers in550

this scenario with severe changes of parameters is not acceptable.551

In addition, three common error measurement criteria are used552

to evaluate the efficacy of the MOPI, MPC, MOIT2FLC, and the553

suggested control scheme in this scenario. These included the554

sum of the squared errors (SSE), mean absolute error (MAE),555

and mean square error (MSE). These approaches can lead to556

an optimal performance if the values of SSE, MAE, and MSE557

are close to zero. Fig. 15 presents the bar plot evaluation results558

obtained for these controllers.559

Remark 1: From the above-mentioned scenarios, it is noted560

that when the uncertainties of the integrated power system are561

small, MOPI, MPC, MOIT2FLC are still dynamically stable, but562

not quite optimally as these control strategies experience unde-563

sirable long-term fluctuations with large overshoots and high564

Fig. 16. Frequency response of the shipboard MG under Scenario IV.

settling time. However, these controllers are unable to ensure 565

the stability of the system against severe uncertainties. It is also 566

demonstrated that a high quality of the system outputs is ob- 567

tainable by the MFNSMC controller. The suggested controller 568

has a less oscillatory response and superior overshoot than the 569

other compared controllers. Moreover, the suggested technique 570

provides a higher level of robustness, in LFC design, to tackle 571

parametric variations than the other controllers. 572

Scenario IV: Robust performance analysis against system 573

delay 574

In this scenario, the effect of the delayed measuring on the 575

performance of the uncertain shipboard MG is investigated. The 576

considered uncertainty in this scenario is the same as scenario 577

III, as given in Table II. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 578

system states are measured with a constant delay t = 0.01 s. The 579

frequency evolutions of the closed-loop shipboard MG based on 580

the different controllers are provided in Fig. 16. 581

Fig. 16 illustrates that the proposed approach is more robust 582

against the system time delay than the other methods. Though, by 583

comparing the results of the Scenarios III and IV, one concludes 584

that the existence of the time delay worsens the closed-loop 585

performance. 586

VIII. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 587

The goal of this paper is to validate the applicability of the 588

suggested mode-free technique in a real-time environment. To 589

achieve this goal, the designed LFC controllers of the shipboard 590

MG are simulated and examined in the OPAL-RT simulator. 591

The OPAL-RT testbed is well known and widely used because 592

of its high degree of fidelity to the power grid systems [11], 593

[28]. Unlink offline simulation, the information in the testbed 594

are transferred by the real communication infrastructures to in- 595

vestigate the performance of the various control methodologies 596

in the presence of the communication latency. 597

In the condition that the isolated grid suffers from uncertain- 598

ties and disturbances, the function of the LFC is to stabilize the 599

grid frequency fluctuation to zero as soon as possible by regu- 600

lating the input signal of the diesel ship power system. In the 601

configured shipboard MG test system, the frequency fluctuation 602

signal is adopted to regulate the storage devices (i.e., FESS and 603

BESS). Thus, it eliminates the need to establish a controller for 604
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TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH SCENARIO

Fig. 17. Maximum value of Δf using various control strategies.

each of the storage units in the feedback path, as opposed to the605

decentralized control strategies [14], and removes the need for606

the effective setting of each of the controllers. The dedicated con-607

trol approach is efficient in practice since it decreases the costs608

and the additional wiring and repairs. Moreover, it obviates the609

need for designing the extra controllers separately, which pre-610

vents any possible deterioration in the system performance due611

to loop interactions.612

To appraise the superiority of the suggested controller, four613

scenarios are considered such that each of the scenarios consid-614

ers the effect of the randomness of RESs (i.e., solar irradiation,615

wind speed, and wave heights), the variability of demand load,616

changes of the MG parameters, and the presence of the time617

delay. Table III summarizes the characteristics of each scenario.618

The experimental outcomes of the first scenario reveal that in619

spite of having the high plant complexity with the randomness620

nature of RESs, all the secondary LFC controllers can stabilize621

the grid frequency fluctuations but are not quite optimal. It is also622

observed that the performance of the designed controllers is de-623

teriorated when the other severe conditions (e.g., the variability624

of load demand, parametric variation, and presence of time de-625

lay) are imposed to the concerned shipboard MG. By comparing626

the frequency fluctuations in the above-mentioned scenarios, it627

is simply found that the MFNSMC controller outperforms the628

MPC, MOPI, and MOIT2FLC controllers with smaller over-629

shoots and smoother manner. In addition, the suggested model-630

free technique takes a much shorter time to complete the full631

power acceleration and stabilize when encountering the system632

uncertainty and time delay simultaneously (scenario IV). Fig. 17633

depicts a comparison of the maximum variation ofΔf using var-634

ious controllers when the concerned scenarios are applied to the635

isolated shipboard MG. Moreover, the percentage improvement636

Fig. 18. Percentage improvement of suggested technique over the
MOIT2FLC, MPC, and MOPI controllers.

of the model-free controller over other designed controllers is 637

illustrated in Fig. 18. From the bar graph comparisons, it can 638

be noted that the suggested model-free technique effectively re- 639

duces the maximum value of Δf in comparison with the other 640

controllers. 641

According to the outcomes of the aforesaid studies, the 642

MFNSMC controller reduces the peak value ofΔf significantly, 643

as a result, less control effort is required to stabilize the system 644

response. It will decrease the charging/discharging of the FESS 645

and BESS to suppress the MG frequency fluctuation, which 646

makes possible the use of smaller storage units with longer life- 647

times. This confirms that the overall energy efficiency of the sys- 648

tem will be increased when the suggested controller is adopted 649

to have the LFC function in the MG applications. 650

IX. CONCLUSION 651

This paper proposes a new model-free controller to ameliorate 652

the LFC performance of a shipboard MG case study. The control 653

scheme discussed in this paper is less computationally exhaus- 654

tive than the model-based techniques since it does not need the 655

complexity of the mathematical modeling of the plant. In partic- 656

ular, the variations of the load disturbances and the fluctuation 657

features of the renewable energies (i.e., PV, SWE, and WT) are 658

simultaneously analyzed in the concerned hybrid power sys- 659

tem to ascertain the efficiency of the proposed controller. Since 660

the performance of the established MFNSMC controller highly 661

depends on the coefficients embedded in its structure, these de- 662

cisive factors are optimally adjusted by establishing a multiob- 663

jective SCAWM algorithm. Time-domain simulation outcomes 664

have revealed that the MFNSMC controller can offer a proper 665

tradeoff between power generation and load, and can thereby 666

maintain the quality of power and frequency deviation within 667

the desired limits. Moreover, the suggested controller has shown 668

stronger robustness against a severe scenario of the changes in 669

the system parameters. Since the design of the suggested con- 670

troller is free from the system dynamic, it can be extended to 671

various forms and configurations of the shipboard MGs. Finally, 672

HIL simulator has been implemented to study the suitability of 673

the suggested framework in a real-time shipboard MG testbed. 674

The experimental simulation outcomes revealed the supremacy 675
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of the proposed model-free controller in comparison with the676

MPC, MOIT2FLC, and MOPI controllers.677
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